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For more that two decades, the staff of the Space Physics Research Laboratory
(SPRL) has collaborated with the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in the design and
implementation of Langmuir Probes (LP). This program of probe development under the
direction of Larry Brace of GSFC has evolved methodically with innovations to: improve
measurement precision, increase the speed of measurement, and reduce the weight, size,
power consumption and data rate of the instrument.
During the course of probe development of the Pioneer Venus and Dynamics
Explorer systems, it was determined that the speed of the elecu'ometer, which is the basic
detector of the LP, was the rate determining component of the instrument. Under NASA
Contract NAS5-27305 an in depth study of electrometer response was done, which
resulted in a list of recommendations to improve the speed of the electrometer without
sacrificing any precision. Under this contract, these improvements were to be
implemented, and the characteristics of the modified electrometer were to be measured. To
further increase the speed of measurements, the measurement algorithm was to be
modified. The implementation of these changes was to be realized in a configuration of
reduced size, weight, and power. All of these improvements characterize the Advanced
Langmuir Probe (ALP).
Summary 9f Project Activities
The report by J. Dittmar and A. Macnee proposed techniques to improve the speed
and accuracy of the LP MK-2 pre-amplifier. Based on these recommendations, a
laboratory model was constructed using components and techniques that are directly
applicable to a flight program. The amplifier's performance was studied and it was
concluded that the new amplifier had improved step-input settling times, recovery from
range changes and recovery from saturation. The worst case settling time of the pre-
amplifier was improved by nearly an order of magnitude.
The next phase of this study was the development and implementation of the
improved measurement algorithm. This five-point algorithm was a significant
improvement over the algorithms used on Pioneer Venus and Dynamics explorer.
Through the use of a microprocessor, this algorithm was implemented to reduce
measurement time and required data rate, thereby increasing temporal resolution of the
instrument. A dedicated processor system based on the Harris 80C86 was developed
which produces the voltage applied to the probe and measures the resultant probe current.
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The measurement algorithms were implemented and tested under a real-time executive
(Ready Systems .VRTX). Also, application software was written to allow the graphical
display of acquired data. The graphic display of the V-A function allowed easy evaluation
of the five-point algorithm and the accuracy of the plasma simulators.
The electrometers designed and implemented at SPRL are floating atop the applied
voltage to simplify the circuitry that generates this voltage. However, this exacerbates the
problem of switching power converter noise in the measurement. In this study, the
problem was solved by increasing the frequency of the power converter so that its
fundamental frequency was outside the response bandwidth of the current amplifier.
When simulated plasma measurements were made, dramatic improvements resulted.
The last phase of this study began the development of flight electronics to test the
above improvements on a sounding rocket. In addition to the ALP, these electronics will
support an additional instrument. The Solar Flux Monitor (SFM) is an instrument that will
be used to measure Extreme Ultraviolet Radiation, and is being developed by Dr. Walter
Hoegy and Larry Brace of GSFC. Since measurements with the SFM require an applied
voltage and produce a current output in similiar ranges as the ALP, the measurement
electronics for the SFM will be derived closely from the work performed during this
study. This effort is being continued on NASA Contract NAG5-1691.
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MEMO TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
SUMMARY
G. R. Carignan
James Dittmar and Alan Macnee
An Analytic and Experimental Study of Variable Gain
Langmuir Probe Amplifier Circuits
The dynamic response of the MK-2 version of the Langmulr
probe amplifier has been studied. The settling time of the step
response is increased by:
stray node-to-ground
between high value feedback resistors;
capacitance at seriesi) connections
2) input capacitances due to the _nput cable, FET switches, and
input source follower.
Step response measurements show that the MK-2 circuit was
inadequately compensated for stray and input capacitances. On
the highest gain setting, the response was underdamped, showing
96 percent overshoot, and a settling time of 1 millisecond.
? L"Z[
The stray node-to-ground capacitances can be reduced to
tolerable levels by elevating the string of feedback resistors
above the printed circuit
connections from ground
frequency response having
board. This
paths. Under
Butterworth
achieved, with no compensating components.
time was about 200 microseconds at the highest
(The input cable capacitance was 12 picofarads.)
isolates the series
these cond itions, a
characteristics was
The 90 percent rise
gain setting.
- o
A
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new feedback network was considered, with promising
The design uses resistances having much lower nominalresults.
values, thereby minimizing the _ffect of stray capacitances. The
measured rise time at the highest gain setting was 200
microseconds, which is the same result achieved for the elevated
resistor case. (The same printed circuit board was used, and the
input cable capacitance was 12 picofarads.)
Still faster settling times can be achieved by using an
operational amplifier having a higher gain-bandwidth product.
The rise time was reduced to 77 microseconds by substituting an
operational amplifier having
into the redesigned circuit.
a 6.0 MHz gain-bandwidth product
The basic MK-2 amplifier is shown in Figure i, and the
response measurements made are summarized in Table I.
versions of the new feeback design are shown in Figures 2 and
and the measurements made are summarized in Table 2.
-
step
Two
3,
The
analytical expressions for selecting the compensation components,
and for predicting the step response rise times are summarized in
Table 3.
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ANALYS IS
The basi-c Langmuir probe amplifier is shown in Figure i.
Using feedback analysis, the forward transfer impedance, zft , is
approximately:
v (s_ + i)(s + i)
•ft iln ( + l)( + l)
a _ + i)( i)
where e is the open loop voltage gain of the operational
amplifier, and
1 + cf)
= Rf (Cin
C
Cin amplifier + Ccable
1
-- = RfCff
!= R (C + C )
C c x c
a 2_ GB
and, ! = R C
x c x
The gain-bandwidth product of the operational amplifier is GB,
and C is the total input capacitance from the input cable, FET
xn
sw_tches, and input source follower.
=--
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In the MK-2 circuit,
terms, and---simpl ifying :
Zft =
i
! is adjusted to equal [.
C
- _Rf ag
S 2 _, (a + g + _a__) S + {_ag
X
Cancelling
The ! term can be adjusted to compensate for input capacitance,
x 1 term will still cancel the 1
<< c so that the _ cproviding Cx c
term. Conversely, if the composite FET- operational amplifier
is unstable as a voltage follower, Cx must be large enough to
prevent oscillation on the low gain settings.
For a step response having minimum rise time ana /no
overshoot, (Thomson response), the following relationship exists:
s 2 + (a + g + _a_a__)s + sag - s 2 + 2%_ WoS + 4Wo2
X
where w
O
Equating
1
x
is the imaginary part of the complex conjugate roots.
terms, and solving for the compensation time constant,
j_
&
!
1 = _43 a9 - (a + g)._- 4/__/__.
x C*ag
For a Butterworth response, the result is:
X
m
The most favorable response is obtained by a
the Thomson and Butterworth designs.
design in between
28 Jul 83
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The above analysis neglects
capacitances, so it cannot be
circuit. (It can be applied if
isolated from ground paths, so
stray node-to-ground
strictly applied to the MK-2
the feedback resistors are
that the stray node-to-ground
capacitances are reduced to much lower proportions.) However, it
can be used to solve for a minimum value for the compensating
capacitor, C
x
• For example, using the But terworth criterion, if
Ci n m 26 pf, . Cc = 18 nf, Cf = 0.i pf, Rf = I glga-ohm,
i
GB = 1.35MHz, and R c = 11.3 k-ohms, then --x 78.4 microseconds,
and C x = I/xR c = 6..94 nf. The inequality, Cx<<C c, is not met,
and the circuit cannot be completely compensated for input
capacitance by adjusting C M
L
B
u
U7
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NEW DESIGN
Alternatives to the MK-2 feedback circuit are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Because the feedback resistors are lower in
value, and lumped, the problem of stray capacitance is greatly
reduced. The circuit can be compensated for input capacitance by
Cf in parallel with Rf, or by C x in parallel with R c. For the
lower gain settings, Cf should be used to insure the stability of
the amplifier. For the highest gain setting, C x is preferred,
because its value will be more practical, and easier to trim,
than the correspondlng Cf.
H
The analysis for this circuit is similar to the analysis for
the MK-2 circuit. The forward transfer impedance, z ft ,-is
approximately:
=ft =
i +
_Rf
(s-+i)a (_I)
s
_Rf ([ + 11
(s÷l) (s-+l) Rf k (S-+1)
a g c
where K is the divider ratio, (e.g., K = (R 1
i/c = RcRICx/(R 1 + Rc). For large K, the i/c
neglected. The analysis also neglects the output
.+ Rc)/R I) , and
term can be
resistance of
the operational amplifier, so R I, should be much greater than the
output resistance if C is used.
x
The I/F term is either CfRf or
CxR¢, depending where .the compensating capacitor is placed.
m
--..;;L.
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I
For a Thomson response, the compensation time constant, _ ,
1
_3c_ag - (a + 9) =3all 3k
r----
(_ag
The unit step response, for t>0, is:
where w
O
- _ Wot
Sin (Wot + 30 °)
For a Butterworth response, the results are:
s(t)
-W t
/[ o (w °i- e sin t + 45°) , fQr t>O
m
For equal real poles, the denominator of zft is a perfect square.
The results are:
1
i i
F
H(t) - 1 - •
2 k____
-at[1 + 2 t], for.t >0
The most favorable resp°nse is obtained by a design in between
the Butterworth and Thomson designs. The three types of response
are compared in Figure 4.
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The divider ratio should be large enough to insure small
time constants due to the stray capacitances in the feedback
network. TEe feedback resistors must also have low enough values
to be lumped. Conversely, the divider ratio must be low enough
to keep the circuit desensitized with respect to the operational
amplifier open loop voltage gain. The analytical expressions
needed to select the compensation components and to predict the
step response rise times follow directly from the above analysis.
They are summarized in Table 3.
w
w
w28 Jul 83
NOISE
The root mean square output noise voltage due to the
feedback resistor in the MK-2 circuit is Vnm = inmRfM where in is
the root mean square noise current due to RfM. The noise current
is proportional to I/_M , SO the noise voltage is proportional
to _--_M" For the redesigned circuit, the output noise voltage
iS Vnr = inrkRfr , which is proportional to k_'-_fr. The ratio of
V to V is" k-/_'_ = k Rf
_fM ' and RfM r"nr nm
frequency output noise
the redesigned Circuit
Therefore, the low
voltage due to the feedback resistor in
is _'K times higher than for its
counterpart in the MK-2 circuit.
w
i
[[_[
"'UT""
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RESULTS
Step respQns e measurements were made on the MK-2 circuit,
and on several variations of the new feedback design. Each
circuit was breadboarded on the MK-2 printed circuit board, and
housed in an aluminum chassis. The amplifier input was coupled
through a 3.3 plcofarad capacitor to a trlangle wave generator
with a SO ohm source impedance. The triangle wave is
differentiated _y the coupling capacitor to give a square wave
input current, the peak to peak value of which is (3.3 pf) (2)
(_Vin/ht). The capacitance of the input cable, measured from the
amplifier input end, was 12 plcofarads.
u
C_ran analysis of the MK-2 feedback network shows that the_
stray node-to-ground capacitances can have a dominant _fect on
the amplifier response. There is evidence of this in the
measured s_e_ response on the highest gain setting: Insertion or
removal of the 1 nf compensating
change;, and, in both cases,
showing 96 percent overshoot,
mJllisecond. Figure 5 shows
gain setting with, and without, the 1 nf capacitor.
%
the
capacitor causes negligible
the response was und erdamped,
and a settling time of l
the step repsonse'on the highest
When the 200 megohm resistors were mounted one inch above
printed circuit board, a response having Butterworth
characteristics was achieved with Cf = Cc = Cx = O. This shows
the dramatic consequences of reducing the stray node-to-ground
capacitances. The absence of ringing owes to the coincidental
compensation of input capacitance by the stray capacitance that
,j jI / 1
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shunts the total feedback resistance. High overshoot and
settling times were easily induced by adding small stray
o.
capacitances at the series connections of the feedback resistors.
This confirms the importance of these capacitances in the MK-2
layout. The photographs in Figure 5 show the MK-2 response on
the highest gain setting with the feedback resistors mounted
above, and on, the circuit board.
The amplifier was unstable in the lowest two range settings
with the 1 nf capacitor removed. The composite FET -operational
amplifier was also unstable as a voltage follower. The
operational amplifier alone as a voltage follower was stable, but
showed increased overshoot and settling time with _load
capacitance. Careful measurements were made to characterize the
ZN5906 and the HA2700, so that the circuit model would predict
this instability. The models developed, and graphs comparing the
actual and simulated step responses are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
The first new design tested is shown in Figure 2. The
measured rise times for the three highest gain settings were 200,
67, and 20 microseconds. The feedback capacitors required to
compensate for the total input capacitance were 7.6, 1.4, and 27
picofarads, respectively. Compensation was attempted by placing
a capacitor
the feedback
oscillated. This i_ explained
composite voltage follower.
across the top divider resistor, instead of across
resistor, but the lowest two gain settings
by the instability of the
28 Jul 83
,.,.
The photograph in Figure 8 shows the uncompensated response
for this circuit for three values of input capacitance, and on
the highest gain setting, In this case, the forward transfer
impedance is dominated by the Rf Cin time constant, and by the
lowest pole of the operational amplifier. The amplifier input
capacitance can be obtained from the ringing frequency, w o. The
expression is:
C
amplifier
aa i(aa 2 2)2Rf(_-- - _ _--) - w°
- Ccabl e
Averag ing
capacitance was calculated to be 13.7 picofarads.
over the three measurements, the amplifier input
The circuit shown
schemes. Compensating
in Figure 3 combines two compensaton
the highest gain setting at the divider
makes the response easler to adjust. Where Cf4
than 1 plcofarad, Cx will be many times higher.
were compensated individually with
feedback resistors. This insures
ranges. Note that R1 should be much
could be less
The other ranges
capacitors shunting the
the stability of the lowest
greater than the output
resistance of the operational amplifier for the best results.
The measured rise times were 200, 52, 19, and 7.6 microseconds
for the highest to lowest gain settings.
48.5 picofarads added to the input were 340,
microseconds, respectively.
The rise times with
92, 25, and 9.6
w
The analysis predicts that the compensated response for this
circuit should not depend on the divider ratio of the highest
_age I_
28 Oul 83
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gain setting. This result was demonstrated by building a circuit
for which Rf = 35 megohms, and K = 28.6. The measured rise times
were 200 and 340 microseconds, for no added input capacitance,
and for 48.5 picofarads added to the input. This is the same
result obtained above, for Rf = 10 megohms, and k = 101. For
Rf = 200 megohms, K = 5, the rise times were 230 and 360
microseconds, for no addled input capaci'tance, and for 48.5
picofarads added to the input. The slight increase is because
the divider ratio is low, and the pole associated with Re, Rl,
and Cx is closer to the compensation zero.
A PMI type OP-15 operat^onal amplifier was substituted for
the Harris HA2700 to test the dependence on ga In-bandwidth
product. The OP-15 has a galn-bandwidth of about 6.0 MHz. }'or
the two cases above, the rise times were 90 and 150 microseconds
for Rf =30 megohms, and 77.4 and 185 microseconds for Rf = 200
megohms, and for the respective values of input capacitance.
Comparing the OP-15 results with the HA2700 results for the
clrcult with the higher divider ratio, there is a factor of 2.2
improvement in rise time. The analysis predicts, that the rise
time will depend on the square root of the galn-bandwldth
product. Checking this result, 6 MHz/I_35 MHz = 4.84, and
(2.2) 2= 4.44, and the theory is corroborated.
The circuit in Figure 3 could be designed so that the
compensation of the }_ighest gain setting would exactly compensate
the next lower gain setting. In other words for proper choice of
Rf4 and C x, Cf3 will not be needed. Experimentally, the next to
28 ,_ul B3
the highest gain setting was just slightly overcompensated with
Cf 3 _ O, RI4 = 35 megohms, and C x adjusted for a Thomson response
on the hlghest gain setting. (The cable capacitance was 12 pf )
T::L--..
CONCLUSIONS
28 Jul 83
w
i
the string of
clrcult board.
isolating the
technique would
care, and
capacl tance.
The settling time of the MK-2 circuit is increased by stray
node-to-ground capacitances in the feedback loop, and by input
capacitance. The circuit does not adequately compensate for the
_ffects of these capacitances. The stray node-to-ground
capacitances can be reduced to acceptable proportions by mounting
high value feedback resistors above the printed
This would decrease the stray capacitances by
series connections from ground paths. The
requl re considerable layout and construction
the circuit would still be undercompensated for input
The settling time of the amplifier can be reduced by using a
feedback network such as the one shown in Figure 3. The feedback
resistors are much lower in value than those used in the MK-2
circuit, and they can be lumped. The resistance values are low
F
enough to reduce the affects of stray shunt capacitances to
accepEable proportions. Lumping eliminates the stray
node-to-ground capacitances, and is equivalent to mounting the
feedback resistances above the board in the MK-2 circuit. The
layout and construction of the new circuit is not as critical.
The circuit can be compensated for
components that are practical in value.
ta_l ored to each gain setting, and
required is low.
above aspects.
input capacitance using
The compensation can be
the number of components
The circuits tested worked well in all of the
,oge _6
28 Jul 83
m
Still faster settling times can be achieved by using an
operational amplifier with higher gain-bandwidth product in the
redesigned:clrcuit. The compensated rise time is proportional to
the reciprocal of the square root of the gain-band width product•
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Figure 5a MK-2 step response with feedback resistors mounted above the
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sLimmal'- i. z ed c:t_ follows:
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Lhe e.Ffects o.F input and stray .feedback resist.or capacitances.
When dr i verl
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over sh ooI:
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the operaEional ampl i Fier output and (]rOLLnd. Because o.F tl)i s
volEage reducLion, Lhe values oI: the range resistors muse Lhen be
decreased i n order- to main _:ai n EI_e same amount= o f over-a] I
feedback. Tl,us, tlJe eFFecLs o_; sLr-ay rapacitances (made worse by
l_rge--valued -Feedback resistor-s) are great, ly reduced.
One oF Lhe Lwo new cir-cuits allows the highest gain seLting
to be compensa[:ed with non-critical components, a signi.ficant
which must be paid in this new approach,
noi se. The anal ysi s
t.he MI(-2 F igure.
in the section:
i mpF oveil_en _.
A penal ty,
increase in pre-ampl ifier
increase o.f -l:our t irues over
c.harac teri stic is discussed
Measuremer_ Ls.
A Iaboratory
is an
predicts an-.
']-he noi se
Per Formance
model of the circuit described by Dittmar and
Idacnee has been cor_structed. The c'omrJoner_ts and tecl_niques tihaL
were employed are directly applicable to a Flight program.
I!!)p.!emen Lat i on
A photograph of the Finished laboraEory pre-ampli.Fier is
shown in Figure I. A s_imulus box .For providing cur-rent steps
to _:he ampliFer was also constructed and appears in the left side
oF the pho_iogr-aph.
F-igures 2 and 3 are sc:hematirs of the tit-cult and laboratory
model. A printed cir'c_iL boar-d was construc_:ed. The layouL of
this board is shouJn in l-iqure ,I.. One f:eature o.F the layout i._;
Lhe use oF guard tr'ac:_.-s about Lhe ranging r-esistors. -llle_-_e
q uar-ds shi c_Ld the ._:_:_eclb a(:: k resi slots .t:rom vol taqe gradients
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generated by sur.face currer_ts on the printed circuit board. This
technique could enhance the ampli.f:ier's gain stability over long
periods o_: time.
A speci al I y-construe ted
ci rcui t board. '[hi s bo:." i s
brass box encloses the printed
electr-i(_-al 1y insulaEed From and
enclosed by an outer aluminLh1_ bo,.,. F'ower- supply leads are
care.fully bypassed within the outer" box to prevent noise .from
•feeding through to the a_r_pli.fier itsel-f. The test signals are
fed to the amplifier's input by " tria;'ial cable. These
precautions minimize the am,_nunt of ei.,ternally induced noise and-
permit measurement o-f khe amplifier's noise flexor.
"[he amplifier was; made to work with little trouble.
Compensation capacitors were chosen to produce a minimum voltage
overshoot at the outpL_t in response to a current step at the
input in accordance with the Thomson ti me response
characteristic. The highest gain range was easily compensated by
a capacitance of 350 pF. [his must certainly be considered a
signi-ficant improvement over the old MK--2 circuit where capacitor
values of a .few picoFarads _er'e required.
Performance Measurements
A_ stated earlier, a _.significant increase in the amplifier's
speed was desired. An improvement in measurement speed can be
qained it, the followinc} _,_a'xs:
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I. Incr-e,-_sing tt_e amplifier's risetime arid r-edLLcinq its
c)vershc_ot (set_linq time).
_m Reducing the time required t_3 r-ec:over _:rom a sLep change
i n V A.
3. F(educing the time required to recoveF From a range
change.
The amplifier's per-formance was studied in all of these areas.
The amplifier was configured For .Four gain ranges. Input
current is converted Lo output voltage, Lhere.fore the amplifier
gain . is specified by its transresistance :Ln ohms. T[Te ap-:
pro:."i mate gains are shown belong:
=
_a_-ng e Transresi stance
1
2
:5
4
1000 Megohms
75 Meg(0hms
4 Megohms
•...u Kilohms
Table I
Oscilloscope photographs of the current-step response o.f the
,.ampl:iFief- appear in Figure 5. Only the First three ranges are
shown; the risetime oT the Fourth was much Faster than the first
three and would n(_t be a .Factor in total measurement time. In
Taci:t.:, it can be s.e_::,n t:._af- t._e r'isetime o.F Ranqe l, tlie highest
gair-_ .s_:_:tk. irlq, i.s by F,-_r- ttse slc]_est (3F all the ranges.
A mc:idifi_d measure, me-:_r_t al_3orithm has been pr'oposed and
was in'.,'_tig_:4ted :in an e.,arl ier study-'. A key requirement F(3r the
succ:es.'_ of t:.l_is alc]oriLl_m is the ablility of the pre--amptirier to
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rapidly recover from a vol_age step in V A. lhese measur_..,ments
are shown in Figure 6. Aga:Ln, it can be seen that the highest
gain range requires the greatesL time to recover. In this case,
the settling time is on the order of 0.5 mS. A Further Factor
which influences recovery time is the rate of change of V A. The
test signal used changes at the rate of (1.5 V/uS, a reasonable
value for a D/A converter, lhe settling time for- the ampli.Fier
appeared to be independent oF the direction o-F the V A step.
A third, but no less _-riI;ical, requirement is the ability to
r'ecov.er from a range change. TI_ese measurements are shown i n
Figure 7. The longest recovery time observed occurred when the
gain was changed From _:he 1000 M range
downrange required nearly 0.8 mS. It
arr_pI if let saturaLes and then recovers.
to 75 M range. This
can be seen that the
Di ttmar and Macnee
reported that step J_esponse times could be impr-oved significantly
hy using an operational amplifier with a hiqher gain-bandwidth
product. Although recovery From saturation is not necessarily
tel ated to gai n-bandwi d_h product, an HA251A operational
amplifier was-substituted into the circuit. This amplifier's GEl
product is about ten times that oT the HA2700. The recovery time
improved signi ficantl/.
]he amplifier's noise floor was measured on all ranges arid
was Found to be largest on the 10(_(_ M range. The noise appeared
to be wideband with a root--flean-square amplitucle oF 5 mV which
-12
cor'responds to an input current oF 5 ,., i(-_ amperes, a value
thaL is prnbably small enough to be of: no concern.
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L].or__.ci L!s__o.n
Dittmar and Macnee showed that the MK-2 amplifier
significant overshoot and ringing on all i_anges.
possessed
(Table 1 oF
Ref. 1) The worst case settling time was about 2 mS .for a cur-
rent-step input. The new version, as just discussed, imp_oves
this i:igure by nearly an order oF magnitude.
UJ_Fortunately, measurements were not made on the recovery
times of the original MK-2 _:or changes in V A and gain range. It
is reasonable to e',.'pect, however, that the recovery from steps in
V A has been improved significantly, most likely by about the same
Factor. The case oF recovery from range changes is not quite as
clear-cut. Certainly the MK-2 amplifier's output must have
saturated when ranging occurred. Most likely, recovery from
saturation was similar to that seen in Fig. 7, but the settling
time would certainly have been much longer. ]herefore, one may
ccinclude that the response of _he circ:uik Inas been impr(oved in
each of: _:.he three areas outlined above.
It has also been demonst.r-ated that a Faster operational
amplifier can signif?icantly improve the recovery time _:rom a
range change. This recovery time seems to determine the minimum
period in whir'h a measurement could be made. Selection of a
highe_ ..... speed device f:or a Lang_nuir probe pre-amplifier would be
done within the constrairJts oF a particular Flight program.
The e;,'act determir, ation of this measurement period, as well
as a demor',str'ation of t-.Ive modified measurement algorithm, will be
t.he goal oF the nei:t phase oF this study.
An Improved Lanq!nuir- Pr-obe Amplifier
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MEMORANDUM
June 4, 1987
_7100B
MEMO TO: Advanced Langmuir Probe File (Project 021546)
FROM: B. P. Block
SUBJECT: Report on the Implementation of a Dedicated Processor
for the Advanced Langmuir Probe
Introduction
The auto-framing algorithm used in the Pioneer Venus and
DE-2 instruments was implemented with hardwired, discrete
logic. The purpose of this study has been to design and
fabricate a replacement for this hardwired logic using a pro-
grammable controller and to demonstrate a new auto-framing al--
gorithm programmed in the controller's software.
Over the past few years, the dramatic advances in
microcomputing and low-power integrated circuit technology
have made practical the incorporation of programmable devices
in spaceflight instruments. Control functions formerly en-
coded in discrete hardware can now be represented as instruc-
tions to a programmable controller (usually a microprocessor);
through associated hardware, the controller can cause the sen-
sor to make a measurement and then report the results. Prin-
cipal among the advantages of this approach is the ability to
employ measurement algorithms of much greater complexity than
those that were feasible with discrete logic.
A new measurement technique, the five-point algorithm
(described in a previous report), takes advantage of the com-
putational capabilities of the controller to measure discrete
values of th_ volt-ampere (V-A) function. This alogorithm
rapidly frames the V-A curve thereby allowing high temporal
resolution as well as immediate recovery from fault condi-
tions. It is hoped that an attendant reduction in data rate
will also follow.
The instrument measurement and control algorithms are
described by software contained in the controller's program
memory and are given life by the central processor unit as the
program executes. Unlike general computing software, the in-
strument software must exhibit a time-responsiveness: the
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sensor must make measurements at precise intervals, the
results must be telemetered periodically, and commands must be
received asynchronously. Hardware and software exhibiting
this time-responsiveness constitute a real-time system.
Real-time Systems
A real-time system is a collection of devices controlled
and monitored by a stored program of instructions. Stimuli
from these devices, in the form of interrupts, initiate and
influence program processing; the software is said to be
interrupt-driven. Although the device stimuli arrive at un-
predictable intervals, the software responses must neverthe-
less be delivered within rigid time constraints. For example,
commands arriving from the spacecraft must be given immediate
attention, even though the instrument software is busy con-
trolling a measurement cycle. In reaction to these commands,
the software must respond correctly and completely by altering
the instrument state to accomplish the desired operation. It-
must also do so reliably, perhaps even in the event of
hardware failure.
These requirements have presented a special challange in
the design of the programmable controller. The hardware and
software solutions to the problems of responsiveness, correct-
ness and reliability will now be discussed.
Hardware
Many programmable devices exist in the marketplace today.
A few of the requirements for a programmable Langmuir probe
controller are:
I. Low power consumption
2. DemonStrated reliability, qualifiable to the relevant
program standards
3. An architecture suitable for use with high-level
languages, such as FORTRAN or C
4. The availability of hardware/software development
tools.
A survey of existing devices was undertaken. Only one
device, the Harris 80C86 microprocessor, met all of the above
requirements. This device is a general-purpose 16-bit CMOS
microprocessor fabricated using a self-aligned silicon gate
CMOS process. The 80C86 is capable of addressing a maximum of
Ww
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1 megabyte of program memory and 64 kilobytes of input/output
(I/O). The 80C86 requires a system clock rate of 5 MHz and
typically consumes 250 milliwatts of power. The device has
been qualified by NASA for a number of flight programs, in-
cluding the UARS/High Resolution Doppler Imager. Many
development tools exist at SPRL: a cross-assembler, several
high-level language cross-compilers, and an in-circuit emula-
tor. These tools are discussed in the Software section of
this report.
The concept of the controller, hereafter called the Dedi-
cated Processor (DP), is shown in Figure I. The 80C86 CPU and
associated clock generator are shown on the left-hand side of
the drawing. Program memory consists of 32 kilobytes of eras-
able programmable read-only memory (EPROM) and 20 kbytes of
static random access memory (SRAM). The system is capable of
responding to a maximum of 8 external interrupts by use of a
programmable interrupt controller (PIC). To provide system
event timing, a three-channel programmable interval timer
(PIT) was incorporated. This device interrupts the processor-
at a i00 Hz rate, initiating measurement cycles, scheduling
system tasks, etc. Communication with the DP, in lieu of a
specific command and telemetry interface, is accomplished by a
standard RS232 computer connection. This is a convenient,
low-cost method of acquiring data and sending commands. The
inclusion of the more usual PCM telemetry and command inter-
face for use in a flight instument would be straightforward.
Because the full one megabyte memory space is not used, a
means of detecting accesses to unused addresses was added.
Such an access produces a warning message through the RS232
serial port.
The hardware controlled by the DP is called the signal
processor and is shown in Figure 2. This hardware, developed
during an earlier study (NAS5-26678), produces the voltage ap-
plied to the probe and measures the resulting probe current.
Communication between the DP and signal processor occurs
through a 16£bit bi-directional digital interface. The signal
processor appears to the DP as a series of registers through
which data can be passed. Additionally, the signal processor
interrupts the DP at the end of every probe current conver-
sion.
The exact way
shown in Figure 3.
in which memory and I/O are arranged is
Thus, the DP, signal processor, and instrument power sup-
ply (not shown) constitute the Langmuir probe electronics.
Appendix A contains a complete schematic set and wire listing
for the DP.
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The dedicated processor requires a 5 volt power supply
and consumes approximately 0.9 watts of power.
The careful selection of components throughout the DP
makes the transport of this design to a flight-qualifiable
version relatively straightforward. Certain features that may
enhance the reliabilty of a flight system were not incor-
porated. Any flight unit would likely include a watchdog
timer and redundant memory. However, these features could be
readily added to the current design.
Software
Like the hardware that it replaces, the DP software is
substantially complex. Many software instructions replace in-
dividual logic gates. Given the control and measurement al-
gorithms to be implemented, the potential complexity of the
software is great. A way to reduce this complexity and its
cost is to impose a strong modular structure on the software
design. If the software is not constructed in a highly struc-
tured manner, testing becomes difficult, if not impossible.
The stringent reliablity requirements imposed on a flight ver-
sion of the Advanced Langmuir Probe system would require that
each software module be thoroughly tested before it is incor-
porated into the DP.
In order to enforce the necessary structure at the system
level, a well-tested, commercial software package called the
Ready Systems Virtual Real-time Executive (VRTX) is used.
VRTX has been approved by NASA-GSFC for use on the UARS pro-
gram and is presently being evaluated by JPL for use on the
Mariner Mark II spacecraft.
The features contained in VRTX include the following:
i. Multitasking support - a number of tasks
can b_ handled concurrently.
2. Interrupt-driven, priority-based scheduling -
tasks are assigned a priority level according
to their time-criticality.
3. Intertask communication and synchronization -
tasks can send messages through mailboxes and
queues; semaphores can be employed for synchro-
nizing two or more tasks.
4. Dynamic memory allocation - a task can request
the use of a certain amount of memory and, when
finished, relinquish it.
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5. Real-time clock control - timing is referenced
to a hardware clock.
6. Character I/O support - a standard means of
communicating with one or more terminals is
provided.
7. Real-time responsiveness - the system responds
to outside events rapidly enough to control
the ongoing process.
By dividing the software into a number of independent,
well-defined tasks, each of which can be specified, written
and tested individually, the desired modularity can be ob-
tained. VRTX manages each of these tasks concurrently,
providing standard services, such as those listed above.
Under VRTX, the measurement algorithm, written as one or
more tasks, is scheduled, executed and then suspended until-
the next measurement cycle. In the meantime, other tasks such
as the telemetry task are scheduled and executed. Communica-
tion occurs regularly between tasks and the system terminal.
Because the principal cost of a microprocessor-based sys-
tem lies in its software, not in the hardware, the easy porta-
bility of the software from one type of microprocessor to
another is a highly desirable goal. This is especially true
for the Advanced Langmuir Probe, where no particular flight
program has been identified and the program-specific part re-
quirements have not been established. VRTX, available for
many different microprocessors, will allow those routines
coded in a high- level language to be transported directly.
Only the board-support routines, written in native code, would
need to be altered.
The system structure of the Advanced Langmuir Probe is
shown schematically in Figure 4.
The SPRL-written software consists of board-level support
routines necessary for VRTX and the application code itself.
The application code implements the measurement algorithm, the
terminal communications and all I/O to the signal processor.
This software will be written in the C programming language.
At present, VRTX has been installed
number of simple tasks have been written to
functions properly.
on the DP and a
verify that it
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Certain development tools are necessary for the writing
and debugging of DP software. The Space Physics Research La-
boratory has an extensive collection of cross-development
software for the 80C86 microprocessor. The schema for DP
software development is shown in Figure 5.
The DP, having only a small amount of memory and no
secondary storage devices, is not a viable machine for
developing software. Consequently, a much larger computer, a
DEC VAX 8600 mainframe, is used for generating the object code
to be executed by the DP. A number of cross-assemblers and
cross-compilers reside on the VAX 8600. The product of these
is an executable image that is downloaded to a mini-computer.
This minicomputer, a Charles River Data System LSI-II/23,
stores the image locally and then transmits the code to the
DP. Data acquired from the DP/signal processor can be stored
on the disk of the LSI-II/23 and processed for presentation in
graphical or tabular form. In addition to VRTX and the appli-
cation code, a small resident monitor, MON86, and a software
package called TRACER reside on the DP. TRACER is designed to-
interactively monitor the execution of VRTX by displaying task
status on the user console. Additionally, it communicates
with the LSI-II/23 to accomplish the downloading of the object
image.
A listing of the board-support software for VRTX and
TRACER as well as the source code for MON86 is contained in
Appendix B.
Present Status
The installation and testing of VRTX has been completed.
Some simple programs (tasks) have been developed to verify
that both VRTX and the DP hardware operate reliably. The
ability to transfer object files between the VAX 8600 and the
CRDS LSI-II/23 has been demonstrated.
Work is currently centered on the specification of the
ALP application software and the design and coding of this
software in the C programming language. Development of
software for the graphical display of the acquired data is be-
ing developed in parallel. The ability to display, in graphi-
cal form, the V-A funtion on a high-resolution CRT, as well as
on hardcopy, will allow easy evaluation of the five-point al-
gorithm and the fidelity of the plasma simulators.
Conclusion
Page 7
A low-power, reliable, microprocessor-based controller
has been designed, built and tested. A real-time executive
has been installed and tested on this controller. This com-
bination of hardware and software has yielded a versatile,
general-purpose, programmable replacement for the hardwired
logic of the Langumuir probe electronics. Its utility is not
limited to this particular instrument; with little or no mod-
ification, only the installation of the appropriate applica-
tion software, it could be used to control a wide variety of
scientific instruments.
Work continues on the application software necessary to
implement the five-point algorithm and the graphics display.
with this modest continued effort, a demonstration of a func-
tioning Advanced Langmuir Probe will be possible in the near
future.
List of Figures
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TOm [NTRA-UNIVF_SI'JtY COU_SpONDENCE
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
MEMORANDUM
September 18, 1990
MEMO TO: Advanced Langmuir Probe Project File (#021546)
FROM: B. P. Block
SUBJECT: Report on the Implementation of a High Frequency Switching
Power Converter for the Advanced Langmuir Probe
Introduction
The static Langmuir probe technique, as it has been adapted for the
measurement of the characteristics of ionospheric plasmas, employs a
cylindrical collector that is immersed in the plasma and electrically
stepped through a range of applied voltage relative to the spacecraft (and
plasma). A resultant current is induced in the collector and subsequently
measured by a sensitive electrometer, allowing plasma density and
temperature to be deduced from the familiar volt-ampere curve. The
electrometer and applied voltage generator circuitry may be configured in a
variety of topologies depending upon the nature of the measurement and
the requirements of the particular space vehicle. Most Langmuir probe
instruments built at this laboratory have used a configuration in which the
electrometer circuitry is biased (or floating) atop the the applied voltage
(VA). This approach was no doubt originally adopted because it leads to a
simplification in the VA generator circuitry, which can operate against
spacecraft ground, and because it allows the cylindrical probe to be
connected directly to the electrometer input. These instruments however
have shared a problem associated with this topology: the adverse effects of
switching power converter noise currents introduced into the VA-probe-
plasma loop by the floating electrometer power supply. The focus of this
part of the Advanced Langmuir Probe study conducted under NASA grant
NAG5-419 has been to design, fabricate and test the electronics and
software for reducing the effects of these noise currents to a level at which
wMemo to ALP Project File (#021546), September 18, 1990 page 2
they have no sensible effect on the measurement. This report describes the
design of this _,stem and discusses some of the results obtained.
The Effect of Induced Noise in the V_-Prob¢-Pla_ma Loop
A simplified view of the electrometer and voltage generator in their
traditional configuration is shown in Figure 1. The floating electrometer
requires supply voltages that are separate from those of the VA generator
and control logic; these floating potentials are generally derived from
separate secondaries on the main DC-DC power converter. These supplies
are not shown for the sake of simplicity, but the noise currents that they
induce through primary-secondary capacitive coupling are shown as
current source IpSN.
Electrometer
Probe Guard
S/C Ground Secondary Ground
Figure 1. Electrometer and VA Generator Concept
w Even though considerable care is exercised in reducing stray capacitive
coupling from the primary winding to the floating windings through use of
Memo to ALP Project File (#021546), September 18, 1990 page 3
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Faraday shielding and other techniques, noise currents at the converter
frequency (gederally in the range of several tens of kiloHertz) and its
harmonics are inevitably coupled, directly or indirectly, into the floating
electrometer circuitry. These currents are illustrated as Inl and In2. If the
output impedance of the VA generator could be made zero, or at least very
small with respect to the plasma impedance, the switching noise currents
Int would be shunted through the generator without perturbing the applied
potential. However, practical fed-back voltage generators, which are
capable of developing precise applied potentials, will always have finite
output impedances as indicated by Zo(f) in Figure 1. Noise currents (at the
frequency of the switching power supply) in the microampere range are
quite capable of inducing voltages in the range of many millivolts, causing
substantial errors in the observed plasma current. A second current path
exists through the distributed capacitance between the electrometer shield,
which can be extensive, and the secondary ground. The impedance of this
path, purely capacitive, is generally large with respect to that of the VA
generator in the new configuration, and the effects of this current can be
neglected in the following discussion.
The effect of In 1 as shown is to introduce a momentary voltage offset,
indistinguishable from a step change in VA, into the VA-probe-plasma loop.
In earlier versions of the Langmuir probe instrument, the response time of
the electrometer amplifier to an impulse of applied voltage was
considerably slower than the duration of the current transient produced by
the above-discussed mechanism. Consequently, no adverse effect on the
operation of the electrometer was observed. But the response time of the
high-speed electrometer implemented under this Grant (and discussed in a
previous report) 1 is significantly faster than earlier versions and is well
within the range of transient pulse widths. These effects are most
egregious in the electron retardation region, precisely that part of the volt-
ampere curve where accurate temperature measurements must be made.
That the effect is most prominent in this region is obvious from the fact that
the conductance of the plasma (_Iplasma/_VA) is largest in this area.
1 B. P. Block, "Report on the Implementation and Performance of an Improved
Langmuir Probe Amplifier", internal memorandum 86-002, Space Physics Research
Laboratory, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, February 13, 1986.
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Indeed, a recovery period of about 800 microseconds is required after each
transient, which can be seen from measured data. 2 This recovery time
coupled with recovery due to overload and saturation of the electrometer
amplifier encountered during step changes in VA lead to slow and
imprecise measurements of the plasma characteristics.
A High-Frequency Floating Power Converter
One solution to this dilemma, and the approach taken in this study,
implements a high-frequency power converter whose fundamental
frequency is several times that of the bandwidth of the current amplifier. A
schematic diagram of the converter is shown in Figure 2. This converter
could be implemented in a number of technologies, such as simple pulse
width modulation or resonant mode conversion; however, a current-mode
design was chosen for the sake of lightness and simplicity. The converter
operates at approximately 450 kHz, which is a factor of two higher than the
measured 3-dB bandwidth of the fastest (and least sensitive) electrometer
current range. The converter derives primary power from +28 volts, but
could operate from supplies as tow as 10 volts. The controller microchip,
U1, is designed for high-frequency current-mode operation and drives Q1, a
power MOSFET, directly. The transformer, T1, is wound on an RM6-style
ferrite pot core, Siemens B65807-C-R47. High-frequency signal diodes are
used for secondary rectification. Voltage regulation is obtained by a tightly-
coupled secondary whose voltage is rectified and fed-back to the error
amplifier in U1. The design is straightforward, presenting little difficulty
in the way of test and operation. No attempt was made to electrostatically
isolate the secondary from the primary windings.
Observed Results
A conceptual view of the floating electrometer and V A generator (to be
discussed in a separate memorandum) are shown in Figure 3.
Earlier tests of this system were conducted with the floating electrometer
operated from a commercial DC-DC converter (at 60 kHz). The results were
2 Ibid., Figure 6a, p. 14.
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dramatic. A careful examination of the electrometer preamplifier output
(at maximum _ensitivity), operated in the electron retardation region of a
dummy plasma and observed on a differential oscilloscope to remove VA,
revealed no trace of the floating converter fundamental or its harmonics. It
was decided to measure the output of the preamplifier to a precision greater
than that afforded by the internal A/D converter, which possesses a
resolution of +/- 1 part in 4096. For this purpose, a Hewlett-Packard 3458A
digital multimeter with a resolution of 6.5 decimal digits was chosen. A
variety of high value resistors in the several hundred megohm range were
chosen to provide large plasma impedances. These resistors were placed in
a specially designed, shielded box to prevent extraneous noise pickup. The
imposed voltage was delivered by the VA generator.
Finally, software was written for the Advanced Langmuir Probe
Dedicated Processor and bench check computer 3. This software allows the
user to sweep the VA generator over its entire range while selecting the
size of each voltage step. The software queries the digital multimeter for
the value of the electrometer output voltage and records the two values,
voltage step and output current. This has been done over the four
preamplifier ranges and with a variety of step sizes. The data were plotted
in graphical form and are presented in the Appendix.
Before characterizing the response of the electrometer preamplifier, a
series of linearity checks were run on the VA generator. These data are
summarized in Figures A1 and A2. No departure from 16-bit differential
linearity was observed.
The conditions under which switching converter noise might identify
itself are evidenced in Figure A3 and A4. Here the simulated plasma
impedance is large (1000 Megohms). Earlier curves taken under these
conditions with the commercial low-frequency power converter were
showed large departures from the linear on both the full and reduced
ranges. As one can see, no noise is discernable in any part of the voltage
3 B. P. Block, "Report on the Implementation of a Dedicated Processor for the
Advanced Langmuir Probe", internal memorandum 87-008, Space Physics Research
Laboratory, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, June 4, 1987.
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sweep. Likewise, the remaining ranges at lower sensitivities yield no
noticeable sca_ter.
Conclusion
Thus it is demonstrated that the effect of switching noise in the floating
power converter can be reduced to a level in which it plays no part in the
measurement. In fact, we have returned to the case of the earlier
Langmuir probe instruments, in which the electrometer response time was
slower than the perturbing impulse. A note of caution should be sounded,
because in all cases the plasma itself is subjected to an impure applied
voltage, even if the instrument itself is unable to respond to the effects of
such a perturbation. The plasma, possessing a non-linear volt-ampere
characteristic, is of course not immune to such high frequency waveforms,
and as such introduces some uncertainty, however small, into the
measurement.
w
m
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Figure A1. VA Transfer Function, Full Range
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Figure A2. VA Transfer Function, Reduced Range
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Figure A3. Preamp Range 0, Full Range (R=1000M)
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Figure A4. Preamp Range 0, Reduced Range (R=1000M)
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Figure A5. Preamp Range 4, Full Range (R=70M)
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Figure A6. Preamp Range 4, Reduced Range (R=70M)
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Figure A8. Preamp Range 6, Reduced Range (R=4.132M)
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Figure A9. Preamp Range 7, Full Range (R=450.4K)
